
Tertu Protections
Integrated solutions
for laying out
your space

• Natural protection
that reassures users.

• Controlled design
that reduces installation time.

• Wood or wood & steel solutions
that fit into your projects
and adapt to your budget.

Discover the range

Security and decoration 
With its fencing or barriers,
pedestrian  parapets, sound
and privacy barriers and car park
equipment, the Tertu Protection
range meets all your demands
in terms of quality
of the environment.

"Green" road, car park, road,
stretch of water - whatever your
project and the level of your
requirements are , our team will
work alongside you as a partner,
from the engineering stage
through to installation.

Douglas Fir :
the specie with
a big heart

On account of its structure,
the Douglas fir is a natural choice
as it is an exceptional material
in terms of quality and natural
durability. Its heart is deemed
to be rot-proof.

By 2015, France will have

the largest Douglas fir resource

in the world. A leader in the use

of the Douglas fir since the

1980s, Tertu has continued

to develop, using this specie

in increasingly sophisticated

applications: guardrails, sound

barriers and protections,

gangways, bridges

and other crossings.

Tertu Protections

Tertu’s international development has
enabled us to acquire expertise in
deployment in wide-ranging geographical
environments.

Pre-sales, we select the most appropriate
wood or wood & steel solution for you
from a complete, homogeneous range.
After sales, we shall be at your side during
and after installation. If necessary, the
design of the system facilitates repairs,
which are carried out quickly in a spirit of
partnership.

Expertise
100% service:
the coordination 

WHEN TIMBER LEADS
TO INNOVATION
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61160 Villedieu-les-Bailleul  
France
Tel. : +33 2 33 36 11 02  
Fax : +33 2 33 39 28 75
e-mail : bdt@tertu.com  
www.tertu.com

Pressure-treated wood
with chromium and
arsenic-free preservatives

WHEN TIMBER LEADS
TO INNOVATION
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Tertu Protections

We know your needs,
we share your requirements. 

Its mechanical performance and ecological balance give wood a dual advantage over
inert materials.

• Impact resistance: wood absorbs shock. In contrast to the extreme rigidity of
steel and concrete, wood responds with flexibility which diffuses the shock wave instead
of blocking it. 

• Protecting the environment: wood sets itself apart. Wood stores CO2 whereas
concrete and steel release it in great quantities during their production cycle, with the
all too familiar consequences for the ozone layer

Tertu, the world’s leading manufacturer of wood & steel guardrails, has unrivalled
experience with this combination of materials.

Wood:
a material for the 21st century 

Tailor made
solutions 

Tertu is at your disposal
to advise you on your choice.
The diversity of our products
enables us to meet your
specifications with flexibility.

Tertu fencing multiplies the possibilities
of adapting to the context and gives you a
turnkey economic solution.

Tertu sound barriers may be absorbing or
reflective depending on the nature of the
problem posed by road traffic or ambient
noise. Privacy barriers give local residents
relief from a difficult neighborhood.

The car park equipment is designed for
global development and safety problems
that meet the technical constraints and
provide attractive solutions.

For you, Tertu means made-to-measure
solutions, from the road environment and
equipment for "green" roads to pedestrian
or cycle paths

Three types of protections

Whether it is a matter of organizing,
isolating or delimiting spaces while strictly
respecting the environment, or whether
you are looking to control the flow of cars
and pedestrians or direct traffic, Tertu
Protections provide the solutions required
by your projects with the guarantee of a
well known brand: our guardrails have
become a reference with environmental
managers.

Other conventional functions for Tertu
Protections include controlling physical,
visual and noise risks to serve both users
and local residents.

As well as being reassuring and attractive,
our wood & steel equipment is also durable
and proves the advantage of easy wood
solutions:

• Solutions that are practical
to install and use,

• Safe, close to people
and welcome everywhere,

• Economic in the long term:
treated and 100% recyclable.Tertu equipment fits in easily in

the most diverse environments,
whether mainly urban, roads or
rural.

Unlike inert materials, wood is
appreciated in any location, by
both visitors and local residents,
for its natural qualities which
are known to all.


